This paper describes and evaluates visual looming as a method for monocular range estimation. The looming algorithm is based on the relationship between displacements of the observer relative to an object, and the resulting change in the size of the object's image on the focal plane of the camera. Though the looming algorithm has been described in detail in prior reports, its usefulness for inexpensive, robust ranging has not been realized widely. In this paper we analyze visual looming as a visual range sensor for autonomous mobile robots. Systematic experiments with a Pioneer 1 mobile robot show that visual looming can be used to extract ranging information much as with sonar. The accuracy of the looming algorithm is found to be significantly more robust than sonar when the object whose distance is being measured is slanted relative to the robot's line of sight. On the other hand, sonar is better suited for objects that cannot be visually segmented from their background, or objects that do not fit entirely within the focal plane. The results suggest that looming can be used as a robust, inexpensive range sensor as a complement to sonar.
Introduction
Traditional sensors for mobile robots can be divided along two broad categories: position sensors and visual sensors (e.g., J. Borenstein & Feng, 1996) . Position sensors, which include both on-board range sensors (e.g., sonar, infrared, tactile) as well as on-board and off-board localization sensors (e.g., laser, GPS), operate in real-time but provide very lowdimensional information, such as the distance to a target or the location of the robot within a room. In contrast, visual sensors can provide much richer and high-dimensional information about the environment, but few, if any, vision processing schemes exist that can operate in real-time on a mobile platform in an unstructured environment. This work is supported by DARPA, the Office of Naval Research and the Navy Research Laboratory through grants ONR-00014-96-1-0772 and ONR-00014-95-1-0409.
The fact that visual sensors contain an enormous amount of information does not necessarily mean that all algorithms based on vision must use all-or even a significant portionof that information. It is often possible to extract useful lowdimensional information from vision to perform tasks that cannot be done easily with other sensors, or to use vision in a way that mimics the function of other sensors, but with different characteristics. The visual sonar algorithm proposed by (Horswill, 1994) is an excellent example: Horswill proposed a method that extracts relative distance information for obstacles located on the floor within the field of view of a robot. Using visual sonar, Horswill was able to achieve fairly robust navigation in an office environment.
In this paper we propose another way of extracting range information on a mobile robot, based on a visual phenomenon known as looming. The looming algorithm is useful for autonomous mobile robots as a method of extracting visual range information in real-time at a low computational cost. Furthermore, the looming algorithm is a demonstration of how sensory-motor coordinations can be used effectively for perceptual tasks in autonomous robots (Pfeifer, 1996) .
The paper begins with a description of the looming phenomenon. After describing the mathematical formulation of the looming algorithm we present some sample results using a real mobile robot. A systematic comparison of ranging accuracy of looming and sonar is followed by a discussion of the looming algorithm in the context of autonomous agent design.
Visual Looming
Visual looming, the expansion of the projection size of an object on the retina, is usually the indication of an approaching object. It is normally perceived as a threat for a possible collision and is sufficient to elicit avoidance and escape behaviors. Caviness et al., (Caviness, Schiff, & Gibson, 1962) reported that behavioral effects of looming show no evidence of habituation or extinction in monkeys. The presence of these behavioral effects in even infant monkeys suggests that detection of visual looming is innate.
Although its behavioral effects have been studied mainly in psychology, looming also has interesting implications for autonomous robotics. Several independent studies have reported the use of the looming effect as a method for obstacle avoid- ance (Joarder & Raviv, 1992) or for extracting the depth of an object (Huttenlocher, Leventon, & Rucklidge, 1995; Williams & Hanson, 1988; Xu, 1992) . In particular, (Raviv, 1992) has done an excellent quantitative analysis of visual looming. He defined the looming of a point mathematically and showed how this information can be used for effective obstacle avoidance behavior. In this article we propose that looming can be used for rapid, robust visual ranging with autonomous mobile robots.
The Looming algorithm
The looming algorithm is based on the simple fact that objects look larger as they get closer and smaller as they move away. Fig. 1 depicts a scene in which a camera is viewing an object of size h from two different positions, at distances d 0 and d 1 from the object. Note that it is irrelevant whether the displacement is the result of camera movements or object movement. However, because we are interested in mobile robot applications, in the rest of this discussion we presume that the object is stationary while the camera is moving. It is also irrelevant whether the motion is toward or away from the object. Given a constant focal length f , the size of the projection of the object onto the focal plane depends on the distance between the object and the camera. In the case shown in Fig. 1 The looming equation can be shown to hold under either of the following assumptions: Either (1) the object lies anywhere along a plane parallel to the focal plane, and the displacement is in the direction perpendicular to these planes, or (2) the object is not necessarily parallel to the camera's plane, but the camera is aimed toward the center of the object at both positions (in other words, the camera is moving directly toward or directly away from the center of the object). These assumptions are not problematic in practical use. In typical indoor environments most of the objects are vertically parallel to the camera's focal plane. If the object is not on the camera's line of sight, the robot can be instructed to center the object in its view.
It should be noticed that when the object is slanted relative to the camera's line of sight, small pointing errors will not be significant: the distance estimated by the Eq. 1 will be the average of the distances of the nearest and farthest point of the object projected onto the camera's line of sight, so that as long as the center of the camera's focal plane is somewhere on the object, the distance measured will correspond to a point on the object. Some important observations can be made from Eq. 1.
1. For two-dimensional objects, the looming equation can be applied to each dimension independently, and the two resulting measurements can then be combined. It is also possible to re-write the equation in terms of the object's area.
2. The looming equation is independent of the implicit parameters of the optical system, such as the focal length, and the pixel size. Hence no camera calibration is required. If the pixel size or the focal length are known, it will be possible to estimate the true object size.
3. The looming equation is independent of the actual object size. The only caveat is that the object's projection must fit entirely within the focal plane. In the case of a two-dimensional object, it is sufficient that one dimension fit entirely within the focal plane, so that the algorithm could be used, for instance, to measure the distance to a door even when the image of the door is too tall to fit entirely on the focal plane in the vertical direction.
4. Only two measurements of the object projection separated by a net displacement obeying one of the above conditions are sufficient. No time dependency between projections is required.
An important problem of the algorithm is its noise sensitivity. It can be seen from the looming equation that it is likely to amplify any odometric or visual error when the change in the projection size p 1 ? p 0 is small. One way to overcome this problem is to use tracking over multiple frames (Chaney, 1994) , as we did, allowing for larger displacements. An error analysis of the looming algorithm is beyond the scope of this article but will appear in a later publication. We now turn to experimental results that illustrate the robustness of the looming algorithm.
Experimental results with a mobile robot
The biggest problem in the implementation of the looming algorithm is to find a visual preprocessing system that can segment an object from its background. In the lack of such a general purpose image segmentation algorithm that can run in real-time, we chose to side-step the problem by using off-theshelf real-time color tracking hardware, and tested the looming algorithm on colored objects. Fig. 2(a) shows the Pioneer 1 mobile robot (Real World Interface, Inc., Jaffrey, NH) used for our experiments. The robot is equipped with a Chinon CX-062 5mm color camera with 200x250-pixel resolution covering approximately 60 deg of visual field. The camera is connected to a Cognachrome 2000 Vision System (Newton Research Labs, Bellevue, WA), a 68332-based frame grabber that can perform a variety of simple operations at frame rate. Among other things, the Cognachrome can be "trained" to locate blobs of arbitrary colors in the image, returning the horizontal and vertical size, as well as the location, of multiple blobs of the desired color.
Basic results
Figure 2(b) illustrates a sample result to demonstrate the performance of the looming algorithm. Here a colored piece of paper was placed on the wall directly in front of the robot. When the robot's displacement is measured through internal odometry, the object's distance can be derived within fractions of a second, and the distance estimate improves over time. The results of Fig. 2(b) illustrate typical performance. The solid line in the figure is the real distance, while the dashed line is the distance calculated with the looming algorithm. The figure is obtained as the robot moves back-andforth at a velocity of 15mm/sec, starting at a distance of about 1,000mm from the colored paper. In this case, we accumulate the distance estimates based on the robot's initial position. Once the robot has moved about 50mm, the distance estimate is already within about 20mm of the actual distance, and remains accurate throughout the back-and-forth movement.
This sample result illustrates basic performance of the looming algorithm using a color tracking system. However, similar results could clearly be obtained with sonar. The usefulness of the looming algorithm becomes evident when we perform a systematic comparison of looming and sonar under a variety of conditions.
Comparison of looming and sonar as range sensors
One profound limitation of sonar as a ranging sensor is that it usually fails for slanted surfaces. This is due to the nature of sonar, which is fairly directional, and is usually reflected off surfaces at an angle that is equal to the angle of incidence (J. Borenstein & Feng, 1996; Leonard & DurrantWhyte, 1992) . Hence a typical sonar sensor will fail to receive an echo from objects that are slanted at more than approximately 15 deg relative to the line of sight of the sonar. This limitation of sonar is true for most types of surface, with the exception of special materials such as styrofoam that tend to reflect sonar in all directions. In contrast, the looming algorithm is able to function accurately regardless of an object's slant, as long as the camera is aimed approximately to the center of the object during the robot's displacement. Problems with the looming algorithm may arise if an object is slanted so steeply that its width becomes less than a few pixels wide. But even in this case looming may function well if the object is not steeply slanted along both dimensions, since the looming algorithm can be applied independently for each dimension.
We have carried out a systematic comparison of the performance of looming and sonar when the object whose distance is being measured is slanted by various amounts relative to the sensor's line of sight. Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3 . A letter sized (216 279 mm) piece of colored paper is attached to a wall at approximately the same height as the robot's camera. Radial lines are drawn on the floor, emanating from the point aligned vertically with the the center of the paper, at angles of 22.50-90 deg in 11.25 deg increments relative to the wall (meaning that 90 deg corresponds to a line perpendicular to the wall). Each of these lines is marked at distances of 611, 917, 1223 and 1528 mm.
The Pioneer is placed at each one of the resulting 28 points marked on the floor (four different distances at each of the seven angles), aimed in the direction of the piece of paper, as shown in Fig. 3 . The distance from the Pioneer to the paper is then measured with the Pioneer's forward-facing sonar and with the looming algorithm.
Distance estimation with the looming algorithm requires the robot to move forward or backward in the direction of the piece of paper. In order to make the data collection automatic and more reliable, a reference bar is attached to the floor at each point on the grid, perpendicular to the underlying radial line, to provide a reference distance and orientation. Initially the robot is aligned with the radial line with both wheels touching the bar. At this point the width and height of the paper (as seen through the camera) are used as a first measurement. Then the robot is instructed to move backwards by 305 mm and a second measurement is recorded. The looming algorithm uses these two measurements to compute the distance of the paper when it was at the bar. Then the robot moves forward until its wheels hit the bar to ensure that the robot is aligned correctly, though the robot's lateral position might be shifted slightly due to odometry errors. This procedure is then repeated twenty times at each point to derive a meaningful average measurement. After every five measurements, the robot is manually shifted back to the reference point to avoid a bias from positional errors. In any event, the shift accumulated during five cycles was never observed to exceed 40 mm. The sonar reading at each point is also repeated 20 times and averaged. Figure 4 illustrates the results of this experiment. Both parts of the figure include a grid that shows the distance and angle of each of the 28 reference points. Notice that in the figure the vertical line of the grid corresponds to 90 deg, i.e., when the piece of paper is perpendicular to the line of sight of the robot. The figure shows the combined averaged results obtained with sonar (cross symbol), and with the looming algorithm using the paper's width (triangles) or height (squares). In Fig. 4(a) we include all points from the three range measurements, while in Fig. 4(b) we truncate the sonar results to improve the visibility of the results obtained through looming (using width and height independently) for clarity.
The results illustrate, as expected, that when the paper is slanted by 22.5 deg or more relative to the line of sight of the robot the sonar is unable to detect the wall (the large values shown in the figure correspond to the sonar's maximum range, meaning that an echo was not received). In contrast, the looming algorithm performs quite well up to the maximum slant angle.
Some other things are worth noting here. For one thing, the range measurements obtained with looming using the height of the paper are generally more stable and accurate than those obtained with the width of the paper. This is to be expected because the increasing slant causes foreshortening of the projection in the width but not in the height of the paper. This suggests that, in general, either the height should be used exclusively (at least when the object's vertical projection fits entirely in the focal plane), or else the two measurements should be combined. Also, it appears that the width measurements consistently overestimate distance, whereas the height measurements exhibit some more complex biases. It is possible that some of these effects are due to systematic biases in the color tracking algorithm. A detailed study of these effects and of the algorithm's overall noise sensitivity will be published elsewhere.
Discussion
In this article we have shown that looming can be used as an effective way of extracting range information from vision. Its simplicity, robustness and low computational cost, make looming a valuable tool for autonomous mobile robots.
One aspect of looming worth discussing is its use of combined sensory and motor information. As with optic flow, looming could be used to extract time-to-collision of incoming objects simply on the basis of a sequence of frames, i.e., purely sensory data. However, the knowledge that the robot is moving, and of how far it is moving, make it possible to extract the actual distance to the object. The idea that sensorymotor coordination of this type can be useful for autonomous agents has been proposed before, most notably by Pfeifer and colleagues (Pfeifer, 1996) . Both parts of the figure show the distance estimated using sonar (cross symbols), looming based on object height (squares), or looming based on object width (triangles). The plots are in polar coordinates: each data point corresponds to an estimated distance measured from one of the points that were shown in Fig. 3 . The grid of solid lines corresponds to the actual, measured distance and angle of the grid points. The data in part (b) are the same as in part (a), but the plots are truncated to enhance the visibility of the looming data.
An interesting observation is that the range estimates obtained with looming have the units of the robot's odometric sensors, i.e., if the displacement of the robot is given in wheel revolutions, then the range to an object will have the same units. The exact metric of these units does not matter: for a mobile robot it is equally acceptable, if not better, to use range information in the units of odometric sensors. It is always possible to convert the range information into "our" units by using the radius of the wheels, but while this conversion is convenient for our own representation and interpretation of the data, the data would then have to be converted back into odometric units for navigation.
We propose that using the "proprioceptive" odometry information is a natural way of processing data in mobile robots and may actually lead to greater performance accuracy than the traditional approach of calculating "objective" distance values. Typical odometry errors arise from two distinct sources: systematic errors that can be due for instance to a slightly imprecise knowledge of the robot's kinematics (wheel diameter, inter-wheel distance), and non-systematic errors resulting from wheel slippage and the like (J. Borenstein & Feng, 1996) . However, many of the systematic errors are only errors when we try to map them to external, absolute distance values. For instance, if we make a 5% error in measuring wheel diameters, the robot's movements within a fixed frame of reference will seem inaccurate by a proportional amount. However, suppose we want the robot to move exactly half way to a target using looming. If we never translate the odometric information into an external frame of reference, the same 5% error in this case should vanish: the looming algorithm is estimating, essentially, how far the object is in terms of wheel revolutions, and this estimate will be accurate (barring wheel slippage and other non-systematic errors) as long as we don't try to convert it to an external frame of reference.
Another advantage of taking into account the robot's movements is that it is possible to obtain information through looming that could not be obtained with a purely visual sensor. For instance, suppose that an object segmented on the basis of its color is in reality occluded by another object (the occluder) that is placed between the robot and the object being tracked. When the robot moves by a small amount toward the object, the distance estimate obtained through looming will be incorrect: the object will "appear" closer than it is because its projected size has increased more than it should have because of the presence of the occluder 1 . Let's say that the algorithm returns an incorrect estimated distance d 1 after the first step.
Now if the robot moves again toward the object by an amount d, the looming algorithm will again err, and this time the estimated distance will be smaller than d 1 ? d. But because the robot knows through its odometry that it has only moved by d, the algorithm can realize that something is wrong. In addition, with the exception of degenerate cases, the occlusion will not affect both dimensions of the object, so that the algorithm could also notice a discrepancy by comparing the result obtained independently from the two dimensions. Hence the looming algorithm can be extended to include consistency checks across dimensions or even within one dimension across multiple readings, and it can use the results to figure out when there is something wrong with the estimated distances.
In many cases where inconsistencies are found, it should be possible to understand the source of the error: for instance, if an occluder is to the left of the midline, the center of the tracked object will shift to the left as the robot approaches the object. Furthermore, in this situation the distance obtained from the height measurement should be consistent across readings, and this would allow the algorithm to discard the horizontal measurement, or even to calculate the location of the occluder. With a similar reasoning it is also possible to detect moving objects: if two subsequent readings are inconsistent, the robot can stop momentarily to check whether the projection size changes in the absence of robot movements. These considerations again show the power of combining sensory and motor information, and the potential usefulness of looming for autonomous mobile robots.
Conclusions
We have proposed that visual looming is a useful complement to sonar for estimating the distance to objects in a mobile robot's environment, and we have presented experimental results to support this proposal.
In their seminal book, Leonard and Durrant-Whyte (1992) In fact, many navigation schemes rely on sonar as a sort of 'ray-trace scanner'. Examples of such schemes include evidence grids (Elfes, 1987) , vector field histograms (Borenstein & Koren, 1989) and frontier-based navigation (Schultz & Adams, 1996; Yamamuchi, Schultz, & Adams, 1997) . We propose that although looming cannot replace sonar for basic ranging, it can be useful as a complement to sonar for these and other navigation and localization algorithms.
To summarize, looming is ideally suited for ranging when objects are slanted relative to the robot's (or sonar's) line of sight. Looming is also well suited for objects that may be located on a wall but above or below the sonar's line of sight. Finally, by combining sensory and motor information, looming can be extended to handle complex situations where a purely visual sensor would not be adequate.
